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To create a community space in Dhal ni pol 
facing the common chowk and chabutra. It 
should include a library, a medical centre, 
public washroom, a home stay and parking 
space for two and four wheelers in the busy 

streets of Old Ahmedabad.

BRIEF

As the Name suggest “Dhal ni Pol” that the pol 
is is built upon a slope.Our site was also on the 
slope so my main concept was to maintain the 
levels in the site and to connect the site with 
the chabutra at main end as chabutra also act 
a pause point which give the site much more 

importance.
AAlso thinking of the use i tried to create a space 
for every age group which can be used anytime.

Inculcating the ideas from the pol like 
multi-functional space,certain series of placing 
activities i tried to maintain that in my design.
PPlacing masses in such a way creating two 

pockets and giving them same importance was 
the thing I tried to maintain.
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